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Abstract Nowadays, safety and cybersecurity are some of the most important
issues involving the development of Unmanned Aircraft System (UAS) operations.
For safety, the lawmakers and aviation authorities have a lot of efforts to establish
an adequate safety level for UAS operations within the current airspace system.
One of them is the Specific Operation Risk Assessment (SORA) methodology
developed by Joint Authorities for Rulemaking on Unmanned Aircraft System
(JARUS). This methodology provides a guide to conduct risk assessments for
UAS operations under the Specific Category. However, the methodology supports
only some problems related to safety. In this paper, we introduce our approach to
extend the SORA methodology toward cybersecurity. We illustrate this approach
by extending the methodology to cover the privacy problem - an aspect related to
cybersecurity. Besides that, we also introduce our supporting tool in the form of
a web application that helps users conduct automatic risk assessments.
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Context

The history of UASs started in the late 1900s when they were first used as targets
for military practices [2]. From that moment, the UAS market has been shaped.
In the last century, the market focused on only military applications, such as
recognition/combat missions, while civil applications of UAS were not recognized.
Since the 2000s, the UAS market for civil applications has started to grow up.
In the beginning, unmanned aircraft were used as toys for individual entertain-
ment purposes in the civilian context. Then, the development of technology (such
as miniaturizing components, increasing computing power, improving sensor and
battery capacity) makes UASs smaller and more attractive for professional and
commercial uses in many sectors of the economy, such as photography/media,
agriculture, transportation, energy, etc. [3]. For the last decade, we have recog-
nized an explosion of the civil UAS market. From 2012 to 2019, over $3 billion
were invested in this domain, and the market size grows from $2 billion in 2016 [4]
to $14.1 billion in 2018 [5].

Looking forward to the future of the civil UAS, many organizations and market
research companies present market forecasts. SESAR Joint Undertaking predicts
that there will be around 400,000 commercial drones flying over the sky of Europe
(excluding seven million leisure drones) in 2050 [6]. According to Market Research
Future, the civil drone market’s size will be $70 billion of valuation in 2027 [7].
The Drone Industry Insights predicts that the civil drone market will reach $ 43.1
billion in 2024 [4]. Interact Analysis company forecasts $15 billion as the market’s
value in 2022 [8]. Although these numbers are only predictions that could be more
or less accurate, they are all optimistic. In other words, these numbers reflect the
confidence in the growth of the civilian drone market in the near future. However,
there are still barriers to the advantage of this market. One of the most important
issues involves the current regulations, limiting the application of UASs for some
reasons: safety, security, and privacy [9].

To deal with the progression of UAS operations and develop a regulatory frame-
work for UASs, the European lawmakers considered firstly the UASs with more
than 150 kg takeoff weight in the Regulation (EC) No 216/2008, then all kinds of
UASs in the new Regulation (EU) 2018/1139. These regulations define the common
rules in the field of civil aviation. For the UAS operations, the 2018/1139 regulation
sets down the risk-based approach to develop a regulatory framework. It means
that the rules and procedures applied to a UAS operation should be proportional
to the risk involved. In 2019, following the common rules, the European Commis-
sion issued the Delegated Regulation 2019/945 and the Implementing Regulation
2019/947. They consist of detailed rules on many aspects: certification, EU opera-
tors, third countries operators, UAS design, and communication systems [10]. Ac-
cording to the operation classification proposed by the European Aviation Safety
Agency (EASA), these rules are defined. There are three risk-based operation cat-
egories: Open, Specific, and Certified [11]. For all “Specific” and “Certified” oper-
ations, the Implementing Regulation 2019/947 requires to conduct operation risk
assessments to obtain operational authorizations. In this work, we are interested in
the risk assessment under the “Specific” category, covering most commercial UAS
operations. Moreover, the risk assessment should not be limited to aviation safety.
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It should consider the safety of other domains depending on the operation context
(e.g., telecommunication, infrastructures, transportation, and so on.); it should
also cover the interdependence between safety and cybersecurity/privacy [10,12].

1.2 Related works and contribution

Generally, the risk assessment consists of several tasks such as risk identification,
risk analysis, risk evaluation. For these tasks, a lot of techniques have been devel-
oped. In the field of safety, risk assessment techniques have been considered since
the 1940s. Up to now, there are more than a hundred different techniques [13].
Some typical and widely used ones could be named HAZOP, Fault Tree Analysis
(FTA), Fault Mode and Effect Analysis (FMEA), Bow-tie analysis, Markov Anal-
ysis, Petri-nets Analysis. Meanwhile, in cybersecurity, the risk assessment started
to be considered later in the 1980s when the digital systems became more and
more popular with the increase of connectivity. Safety and cybersecurity (and se-
curity in general) have many common points. The biggest difference between them
is that security refers to the risk originating from malicious actions/attacks while
safety addresses the risk originating from accidents [14], [15], [16], [17]. Therefore,
many risk assessment techniques in cybersecurity are inspired by the existing ones
in the field of safety. For example, the Attack Tree Analysis (FTA) is based on the
Fault Tree Analysis (FTA) [18]; the Intrusion Modes and Effects Analysis (IMEA)
comes from from the Failure Mode and Effects Analysis (FMEA) [19]. Markov
analysis [20], and Petri-net analysis [21] are brought from safety to security. More-
over, there also seems to be a trend towards developing integrated techniques to
conduct the safety risk assessment and the cybersecurity risk assessment. For ex-
ample, Kornecki et al. proposed an integrated technique based on FTA for air
traffic management system [22]; Schmittner [23] proposed another one based on
FMEV and illustrated it in the context of an Industrial Control and Automation
System (ICAS); Abdo [24] proposed a technique to deal with uncertainties in a
risk assessment combining safety and security.

Besides individual techniques, industrial standards and methodologies related
to safety or security have been developed and introduced to provide completed
guidelines in different industries. For example, we have the IEC 61508 standard for
the safety of electrical/electronic/programmable electronic (E/E/PE) systems [25];
the ARP4761 standards for the safety of avionic systems [26]; the ISO 27000
standard series for the security of information systems [27]; the IEC 62443 standard
for cybersecurity of ICAS [28], the EVITAD project for networked automobile
systems [29], the DO-326 standard for the cybersecurity of avionic systems [30]...
The safety and security integrated approaches also attract the consideration of the
industries. For example, the DO-326 standard was developed to extend the safety-
based process defined in the ARP4761 standard toward cybersecurity. Another
example is the evolution of the IEC 61508 - the IEC 63187 standard, which is
being developed to adapt better the current technology development and take
into account the cybersecurity aspect [31].

Regarding UAS operations, in 2019, the European Union Aviation Safety
Agency endorsed the methodology Specific Operation Risk Assessment (SORA) as
an acceptable means for the rules about the risk assessment in the Implementing
Regulation 2019/947. The methodology provides users with a guide to conduct a
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risk assessment. Using this guide, users need only to consult the provided tables to
identify safety measures that are required for their UAS operations. However, the
concept of this tool is not clearly introduced in its documentation. This method-
ology concerns only the safety aspect of Specific UAS operations but not the
cybersecurity [32]. Therefore, we want to extend the SORA methodology toward
cybersecurity aspects.

The present paper completes our previous paper presented in the 2020 Interna-
tional Conference on Unmanned Aircraft Systems (ICUAS) [1]. In the conference
paper, we explained the SORA methodology’s principles and introduced our gen-
eral scheme to extend this methodology toward cybersecurity. In the present paper,
we first refine the explanation of the SORA methodology and our scheme. Then
we introduce our web-based tool to automatically perform a risk assessment based
on the extended SORA methodology. In the end, we perform a risk assessment
with our tool for a real case study.

The remaining of this document is organized as follows. The concept of the
SORA methodology is explained in Section 2. An approach to extend the method-
ology is given in Section 3. An extension of SORA methodology with the privacy
harm is given in Section 4. Our web-based risk assessment tool is introduced in
Section 5. A case study is presented in Section 6. We conclude our works and
present our perspective on the future works in Section 7.

2 Explanation of the SORA methodology

The Specific Operations Risk Assessment (SORA) is a holistic and operation-
centric methodology [33] proposed by a group of experts from the National Avia-
tion Authorities - Joint Authorities for Rulemaking on Unmanned Systems (JARUS)
[34, 35]. The methodology helps analyze a given UAS operation to determine the
safety objectives (in training, system performance, organization, development),
which need to be achieved. This methodology could be useful for different kinds
of stakeholders. Operators (who operate the UAS) and the aviation authorities
could use this methodology to conform to the EU regulations and used for the
communication purpose in administrative processes. Manufacturers (who design
and develop UAS) could use the SORA methodology to determine safety features
that their designs need to reach for targeted operations under Specific category. In
this section, we explain the methodology’s general concept, including two parts:
risk model, assessment process.

2.1 Risk model

The SORA methodology uses a bow-tie model (Figure 1) to illustrate the risk
scenarios under consideration. It is necessary to understand the model to under-
stand the basics of the methodology. The main elements of this model include (1)
a Hazard, (2) Threats, (3) Harms, and (4) Barriers.

1. The Hazard is the central point of the bow-tie graph. It refers to the situation
that an operation is conducted outside of the operator’s intention (e.g the
aircraft flies outside of visual observation of the pilot in a Visual Line Of Sight
operation).
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Fig. 1: Risk model of the SORA methodology represented as a bow-tie graph

2. The Threats locate on the left of the Hazard. They are the possible causes of the
Hazard. Because the SORA methodology considers only the safety aspect, the
bow-tie graph illustrates only some unintentional threat categories as shown
in Figure 1.

3. The Harms locate on the Hazard’s right side and represent the possible conse-
quences of Hazard or the final outcome of the scenarios. At this moment, the
SORA methodology considers only two kinds of harms related to person’s life:
“fatal injuries to third parties on ground”, “fatal injuries to third parties in
air” (see Figure 1). The likelihood of each Harms could be decomposed into
three elements as shown in Figure 2.
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parties on ground

Likelihood of 

having UAS 

operation out of 

control

(1)

Likelihood of person

struck by the aircraft if 

the operation is out of 
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(2)
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struck, person is killed

(3)

= x x

Likelihood of fatal 
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parties in air
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having UAS 

operation out of 

control

(1)

Likelihood of other  

aircrafts struck by the 

aircraft if the operation 

is out of control

(2)

Likelihood that, if 

struck, the other aircraft

cannot continue a safe 

flight and landing

(3)

= x x

Fig. 2: Likelihood of fatal injuries on ground and in air [32]

4. There are two kinds of barriers: Threat barrier and Harm barrier. Harm barri-
ers prevent the occurrence of Harms after a Hazard occurrence. In other words,
the Harm barriers allow us to decrease the value of the elements (2) and the
elements (3) shown in Figure 2. Threat barriers prevent Hazard occurrences. In
other words, the Threat barriers allow us to decrease the likelihood of having
a UAS operation out of control (element (1) in Figure 2). For each category
of threat, different Threat barriers will be determined at the end of the risk
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assessment under the form of Operation Safety Objectives (OSO). Each OSO
is detailed in three levels of robustness (Low, Medium, High). An example of
OSO is that “the UAS is developed according to design standards recognized
by authorities” [36]. At different robustness levels of this OSO, the applicant
should satisfy different requirements. At the low robustness level, the appli-
cant should only declare the required standards are achieved. At the medium
robustness, the applicant has to provide supporting evidence (such as analysis,
simulation result) to prove the compliance with the declared standards. At the
high robustness level, the supporting evidence shall be validated by competent
third parties.

In the next part, we explain the assessment process of the SORA methodology
based on the above risk model.

2.2 Assessment process

The SORA methodology proposes a qualitative approach for the assessment as
shown in Figure 3. This approach could be explained as follows:

CONOPS

description

GRC determination

Ground risk

> 7 ?

ARC determination

SAIL Level

determination

OSO robustness

determination

Input for

system design

Operation

modification

no

yes

Fig. 3: Simplified risk assessment process

– Objective: Given a UAS operation, we need to maintain the likelihood of each
harm at an acceptable level.
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– Firstly, we collect the information on the intended operation by writing a
Concept of Operation (CONOPS) description.

– Secondly, we determine the operation’s GRC value (Ground Risk Class). This
value represents the likelihood of injured on the ground due to a UAS operation
out of control. In other words, this value corresponds to the combination of
the elements (2) and (3) of the first equation in Figure 2. To determine the
GRC, we assess the operation’s intrinsic features and the Threat barriers in
place. The intrinsic features, including aircraft characteristics and operation
environment, allows us to determine the intrinsic value of GRC (see Table
1). Then, we consider the Threat barriers to adjust the final value of GRC.
For example, a parachute is a Threat barrier which decreases the likelihood of
Harms to the people on the ground. Therefore, we could reduce the GRC value
by equipping the aircraft with a certified parachute. We could find the detail
of Threat barriers within the official SORA document [37].

Intrinsic Ground Risk Class
Max vehicle dimension 1 m 3 m 8 m >8 m
Operation scenario
VLOS/BVLOS over controlled ground area 1 2 3 4
VLOS in sparsely populated environment 2 3 4 5
BVLOS in sparsely populated environment 3 4 5 6
VLOS in populated environment 4 5 6 8
BVLOS in populated environment 5 6 8 10
VLOS over gathering of people 7
BVLOS over gathering of people 9

No available

Table 1: Intrinsic GRC table from the SORA methodology

– Thirdly, we determine qualitatively the likelihood of fatal accidents on the
sky (collision) due to the operation out of control, or the ARC value. This
value corresponds to the combination of the elements (2) and (3) of the second
equation in Figure 2. To determine the ARC value, the SORA methodology
categorizes UAS operation into 13 risk collision categories. These categories are
characterized by altitude, airspace characteristics (controlled / uncontrolled
airspace, airport/ non-airport airspace, rural/urban zone). Each category has
a specific ARC value ranging from a to d. For example, because of a high traffic
density, the airspace around an airport has an ARC of d. Similar to the GRC,
the ARC could be reduced by considering Threat barriers such as operational
restrictions (time, location) and following specific rules.

– After that, we determine two Specific Assurance and Integrity Levels (SAIL)
values, which represent the level of confidence that the UAS operation will
stay under control (inverse of the element (1) in Figure 2). One SAIL value is
determined for GRC and another value for ARC [32]. Then, the higher SAIL
value is chosen as an objective to drive the required safety objectives. In the
most recent version of the SORA methodology, these activities are simplified
by using Table 2.

– Lastly, we chose Operation Safety Objective (OSO) and their robustness level
corresponding to the SAIL level of the operation. A list of all possible OSOs is
provided in the annex E of SORA [36].
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SAIL Determination
ARC

GRC a b c d
≤ 2 I II IV V
3 II II IV V
4 III III IV V
5 IV IV IV V
6 V V V V
7 VI VI VI VI

Table 2: SAIL determination [37]

In this section, we explain the concept of the SORA methodology. It could
be resumed as (1) firstly, evaluate the critical level of a UAS operation based on
the likelihood of Harms in the case of “UAS operation out of control”, (2) then
determine Threat barriers corresponding to the critical level of the operation.
In the next section, we propose a solution to extend this methodology to cover
cybersecurity aspects.

3 Extension of the SORA methodology toward cybersecurity

Our proposed solution consists of two parts which are called Harm Extension and
Threat Extension. Harm Extension extends the risk scenarios under consideration
with new harms; and completes the evaluation of the critical level of a given UAS
operation. Threat Extension extends the scenarios under consideration with new
cybersecurity threats; and determines the corresponding Threat barriers for a given
UAS operation. The development of the Harm Extension is presented in this paper
while the Threat Extension, presently in development, will be published later.

In the Harm Extension, we concern the harm-side of the risk model (see Figure
4). The standard SORA methodology concerns only the harms to the person’s life.
However, besides the harms to the person’s life the public concerns also the other
harms [11,32,35,38] such as:

– Privacy violation: A UAS could have a small size, a long operational range
and high-performance on-board sensors; so it could intrude itself into private
locations and collect information [39]. That violates the privacy of the owner.
The privacy violation could be caused by a cyber attack or an error of the
system. For example, police-operated UASs may frequently cross private prop-
erties on their way to an operational area. Under a cyber attack, the recorded
video on the properties could be disclosed and then the privacy of owners
overflown could be violated.

– Physical damages to infrastructure: It is supposed that the unmanned
aircraft could fall down on critical infrastructures such as a highway, an elec-
tricity power line, a nuclear plant due to a cyberattack or an accident. This
harm relates to some specific operations only in which aircrafts fly near or over
critical infrastructures.

– Digital damages to infrastructure: It is supposed that a UAS could become
a security breach to a critical infrastructure. For example, an attacker takes
over control of the UAS and uses it to digitally attack an infrastructure via
the connection between the UAS and the infrastructure.
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Fig. 4: Extended risk model

Therefore, these new harms come to mind as important issues that should be taken
into account in the extended methodology. In the Harm Extension, our strategy
to address the new harms includes four steps as follows:

1. Choose a new harm that needs to be addressed.
2. Determine factors/characteristics of the UAS operation, which have an impact

on the likelihood of the chosen harm.
3. Establish formulas or tables to evaluate qualitatively the likelihood based on

the determined factors.
4. Extend the “SAIL determination” step to cover the likelihood of the new harm.

In the Threat Extension, we focus on the threat-side of the risk model. The
potential cybersecurity threats need to be identified and grouped in new threat
categories. In other words, this calls for a taxonomy of cybersecurity threats re-
lated to a UAS operation. To illustrate the new scenarios, the new threat categories
will be added into the threat-side of the risk model as shown in Figure 4. Cor-
responding to each new threat category, a list of possible Threat barriers will be
also established. When the Threat Extension will be fully developed, the Threat
barriers for a given UAS operation will be chosen from the proposed list in corre-
spondence with the value of the SAIL factor. At this stage, the Threat Extension
has not been developed yet. However our strategy to develop this extension could
be described as follows:

1. Make a review of the cybersecurity threat against the UAS which are pointed
out either from real scenarios or in the research context (e.g simulations, hy-
potheses).

2. Based on the review, create a taxonomy of cybersecurity threats.
3. Establish a list of generic Threat barriers for each threat category in the defined

taxonomy. Each barrier will be defined with three level of robustness (Low,
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Medium and High) according to the SORA method. This work is also based
on the state of the art of cybersecurity countermeasures in related application
fields such as automobile, robotics...

4. Determine the mechanism to choose the robustness of cybersecurity barriers
for a given UAS operation.

Harm Extension and Threat Extension could be developed separately and then
could be integrated into one completed methodology. In the remainder of this
paper, we focus on developing a part of the Harm Extension related to the privacy
issue.

4 Privacy issue as a harm extension

CONOPS
description

GRC determination

Ground risk

> 7 ?

ARC determination

SAIL

determination

OSO robustness

determination

Input for

system design

Operation

modification

no

yes

PRC

determination

Fig. 5: The new risk assessment process

The privacy violation is one of the most concerned issues for public accep-
tance of UAS applications [32,38,40]. Therefore, we address it firstly in our works.
It is difficult to define and address the concept of privacy precisely [41], we de-
cided to focus on only three aspects: (1) disclosure of personal information; (2)
illegal personal surveillance; and (3) intrusion into a private location. The first
aspect is illustrated in the works of Li et al. [42]. The authors experimented a
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password-stealing attack based on videos captured by a drone. The second aspect
is mentioned in [43–45]. In these papers, the authors examined how the surveillance
UAS application could impact on the privacy of people on the ground. Moreover,
Park et al. [44] and Babiceanu et al. [46] proposed criteria for judging privacy
violations of an UAS operation based on the quality of captured images/videos.
The last aspect was addressed by Blank et al. [47]. The authors proposed a mech-
anism to recognize private spaces during creating flight-paths and to make sure
that unmanned aircrafts would not fly over these private properties.

Our previous paper [1] proposes an extended SORA methodology considering
the privacy violation as a new kind of harm. The risk assessment process of our
extended methodology is shown in Figure 5. In this new process, we add a new
step - Privacy Risk Class (PRC) determination and modify the SAIL determination
step.

Type of
operation

Rural
zone,
VLOS

Rural
zone,
BLOS

Urban
zone,
VLOS

Urban
zone,
BLOS

Image detail
level
Monitor A B C C
Detect B B C C
Observe B C D D
Recognize C C D D
Identify C D E E
Inspect C D E F

Table 3: Intrinsic PRC determination

In the PRC determination step, we qualitatively evaluate the likelihood of the
privacy harms in the case of “UAS operation out of control”. This likelihood is
evaluated based on firstly three characteristics of the operation:

– Operation area: the likelihood of having a person or a private location ex-
posed to the aircraft in an urban zone could be higher than in a rural zone,
because of a higher population density

– Operation type: the likelihood of having a person exposed to the aircraft
could be higher in a Beyond Visual Light Of Sight operation (BVLOS) than in
a Visual Light Of Sight (VLOS) operation (VLOS). Because of a greater flight
range, the number of persons overflown in a BVLOS operation could be higher
than in a VLOS operation (with the same population density). Moreover, in a
BVLOS operation, it isn’t easy to prevent the aircraft from flying over people
because the pilot does not have a visual reference.

– Detail level of image captured by UAS: For a person overflown by an un-
manned aircraft, the likelihood of privacy violation depends on the detail level
of images captured by the onboard camera. For example, let us suppose the
images are at a too low resolution: in that case, the images are not detailed
enough to recognize the person’s face, so the likelihood of privacy violation
could be small.

Based on the three characteristics above, we could determine the intrinsic PRC
of the operation (see Table 3). Similar to the GRC and the ARC, we determine
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the final PRC by considering Harm barriers in place. For the privacy harm, we
proposed three kinds of Harm barriers: Privacy protection filter, Restriction on
private area, Operation-aware announcement to the public. Each barrier could
reduce one level of PRC.

In the new process, we determine the SAIL of the operation based on three
factors: GRC, ARC, and PRC, instead of only two: GRC and ARC as in the
standard process. We call the SAIL value obtained from three factors 3D-SAIL
and the SAIL obtained from 2 factors 2D-SAIL. 3D-SAIL is a combination of
PRC and 2D-SAIL (see Table 4).

2D-SAIL
PRC I II III IV V VI
A I II III IV V VI
B II II III IV V VI
C III III III IV V VI
D IV IV IV IV V VI
E V V V V V VI
F VI VI VI VI VI VI

Table 4: 3D-SAIL determination

The more detailed explanations of these steps are presented in our previous
paper [1].

5 Risk assessment tool

5.1 Description and purpose

Our tool helps users conduct automatically risk assessments based on the SORA
methodology and its extension. The users are first prompted to provide input
information on the extended operations. Based on this information, our tool then
determines automatically the SAIL level corresponding to such operations and
the associate safety objectives. This tool is developed for different kinds of users
with different purposes: (1) an operator could determine rapidly the objectives
related to the intended operation; (2) an operator could configure the intended
operation and balance the operational performance with the cost for satisfying
the objectives; (3) UAS manufacturers/constructors could anticipate rapidly the
objectives related to specific operations of their clients; (4) an authority could use
also this tool to verify rapidly operations for which an authorization is requested.
Moreover, this tool is developed in the way that it is easy to extend the tool
for the new extensions of the SORA methodology in the future such as taking
into consideration new harms, new threats. The beta version of the application is
available at https://trantrungduc15032.wixsite.com/soraplus

5.2 Design and implementation

The tool is in the form of a web application built based on the Wix platform.
This platform provides the necessary tools/services to create a website easily and
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Fig. 6: Overview of the application

supports the Java-script language to create customized functions. The structure
of the application is shown in Figure 6. The methodology’s fundamental is rep-
resented by four pages. The user will go through one to other pages during the
risk assessment. The first page represents the GRC determination step. This page
requires the user to provide information related to the ground risk such as the size
of the aircraft, operation area, mitigation measures (a part of the page is shown in
Figure 7). For some “yes/no” options, the user could explain how such options are
chosen. Such explanations will be used to create a final report at the end of the
risk assessment. Based on the provided information, the tool shall automatically
determine the GRC factor of the operation. The operation information and the
determined GRC shall be stored on the browser’s memory for the following steps.
Similarly, the second and third pages represent the ARC and PRC determination
steps. Based on the values of GRC, ARC, and PRC provided by the three first
pages, the last page first determines the SAIL level corresponding to the operation
automatically. This page lets the user choose which kinds of risks are considered to
determine the SAIL value. For example, a user could choose only ground risk and
air risk as in the standard methodology; or all three risks as in the extended one.
Then the page sends a request to the database on the Wix cloud to get the detailed
objectives associated with the determined SAIL value. Finally, all required objec-
tives corresponding to the intended operation are displayed to the user. With the
current design, our tool could be easily extended to adopt other SORA methodol-
ogy extensions. For a new harm extension, we need to add a new page to prompt
the user to provide information related to this kind of harm and modify a little
bit the result page. Meanwhile, we need to add a new page to prompt the user to
provide information related to this kind of threat and add new objectives into the
database for a new threat extension.
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Fig. 7: Some required information

Fig. 8: SAIL determination with the standard methodology

6 Case study

To illustrate our extended methodology and tool, we conduct risk assessments
for the UAS operation mentioned in the EU-funding MULTIDRONE project
(https://multidrone.eu). This project does not relate to our work. However, the
mentioned operation is chosen to analyze because its description is public and
detailed enough to apply the extended methodology. Before our works, Capitán
et al. [48] analyzed this operation with the first version of the SORA methodol-
ogy (published in 2017). This version was replaced by the version 2 in 2019. This
version is based on the same fundamental concept as version 1 but with different
evaluation tables. In this work, we extend version 2. In the following, we refer
to “standard methodology” for the version 2 and to “extended methodology” for
our methodology taking account of privacy issues. For this paper’s remain, we re-
analyze the same MULTIDRONE operation with both the standard methodology
and our extended methodology presented earlier in the paper. As aforementioned,
the two methodologies are similar in the GRC determination and ARC determina-
tion steps. The differences between them appear in the PRC determination, SAIL
determination and OSO robustness determination steps.
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Main UAS and operation specification
Frame DJI S1000+

Autopilot Pixhawk 2.1

Communication
Thales LTE/Wi-Fi

Communication Module
Parachute Galaxy GRS 10/350
Camera BMMC + Panasonic Lumix G X Vario Lens

Size 1,45 m
Weight 11 kg

Altitude 10 m
Flight mode Autonomous

Operation Type BVLOS

Table 5: UAS and operation specifications, from the Multidrone project [48, 49]

6.1 CONOPS description

A full description (as mentioned in Annex A of the SORA methodology) of the
operation is very long because it contains information not only for the risk assess-
ment but also the administrative purposes. Therefore, we give only a summarized
description containing the necessary information to conduct risk assessments in
this step. More detailed information could be found in [48, 49]. In this operation,
the drone flies following the boats to take photo-shots. Because the operation is
conducted in a large area (with a race path of 15 km), the drone flies Beyond
Visual Light of Sight (BVLOS) of pilots and at the auto mode. The operation
takes place in a rural area with a low population density. It is supposed that there
could be audiences on both sides of the river, and the drones do not fly over them.
Table 5 summaries the essential information on the intended operation.

6.2 GRC determination

This step is similar for both methodologies. We first determine the intrinsic GRC of
the operation, which refers to the intrinsic risk to the people on the ground without
considering Harm barriers. Because the drone flies in a rural area and does not fly
over audiences, we classify the operation area as a Sparsely populated environment.
With the information on the operation area and the size of the vehicle, we assigned
4 for the intrinsic GRC according to the GRC table from the SORA methodology
(see Table 1).

Then, we study the Harm barriers of the operation, which could reduce the
intrinsic GRC. The intended operation does not implement any Emergency Re-
sponse Plan and does not mention any Strategic Mitigations for ground risk. That
lead to an increase in GRC. To reduce the risk the operator applies only one Harm
barrier: Parachute (Reducing the effect of ground impact). However, the operator
doesn’t mention how they ensure that the parachute aligns with the intended op-
eration. Therefore this mitigation is not robust enough to reduce GRC. The final
GRC of the operation is 4. The result from our application is shown in Figure 9.
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Fig. 9: Final GRC determination

6.3 ARC determination

This step is similar for both methodologies. We first determine the operation’s
initial ARC, which refers to the risk of collision with other planes without con-
sidering Harm barriers. Because the aircraft flies at an altitude of 10 m above
the ground level, in the rural area and uncontrolled airspace, the risk of collision
with another aircraft is low. Therefore, the intended operation has an initial ARC
of b with a generalized flight density of 1 (on a scale of 5 levels [37]). Figure 10
presents the result from our application for this step. To reduce the operation’s air
risk, the operator implements mitigation by boundary as a Harm barrier to restrict
operational volume. However, in this case, according to the SORA methodology,
the Harm barrier is not useful because the initial probability of collision is too low
to reduce (low flight density area). For this reason, the final ARC remains at the
level of b.

6.4 PRC determination

This step is available within the extended methodology only. We first determine
the initial Privacy Risk Class (PRC), which refers to privacy violation risk without
considering Harm barriers. Most of the input data for this step have been provided
in the operation description (see Table 5). However, the operation description does
not provide the minimum Angle Of View of the camera (AOV). We could calculate
it manually based on the camera specifications, which is shown in Table 6.
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Fig. 10: Initial ARC determination

Fig. 11: Camera specification [50]

BMMC camera with Panasonic Lumix G X Vario Lens
Resolution 2432 x 1366
Sensor size 16.64 mm x 14.04 mm
Focal length from 14 to 42 mm

Table 6: Camera specifications

The minimum AOV of the camera is calculated as follows:

minAOV = 2 ∗ arctan
sensor width

2 ∗ max focal length
= 11.2°

As a result, the image detail is at the “Inspect” level (see Table II of our
previous paper [1]). Additionally, the aircraft flies in the BVLOS mode and over
a rural zone. Therefore, we assign the intrinsic PRC of D for this operation (see
Table 3). The final PRC of the operation is the initial PRC subtracting the risk
reduction provided by Harm barriers. However, the operation description does not
mention any mitigation for the loss of privacy of people on the ground. Therefore,
we suppose that the operator does not apply any Harm barriers, and the final
PRC is still D. The result from our application for this step is shown in Figure 12.
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Fig. 12: PRC value from the application

6.5 SAIL determination

This step is different between the two methodologies. In the standard methodol-
ogy, the SAIL is a combination of two factors: GRC and ARC (2D-SAIL). The
operation is assigned to an ARC of b and a GRC of 4. Therefore the value of the
SAIL (2D-SAIL) is III (see Table 2). In the extended methodology, the SAIL is a
combination of three factors ARC, GRC, and PRC (3D-SAIL). In other words, it
is a combination of 2D-SAIL and PRC. With the 2D-SAIL of III and the PRC of
D, the value of SAIL (3D-SAIL) is IV (see Table 4). For this step, based on the
user’s selection, our assessment tool could calculate and display both the 2D-SAIL
(Figure 8) and the 3D-SAIL (Figure 13) of the intended operation.

Fig. 13: Result page with 3D-SAIL
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6.6 OSO robustness determination

With the determined SAIL values (III from the standard methodology and IV from
the extended methodology), we could determine each OSO’s robustness level and
the detailed objectives that need to be achieved. Because the SORA methodology
is designed to support an application for authorization to operate a UAS, some
objectives relate to the operators rather than the manufacturer (such as evaluating
weather conditions and operator competencies). Therefore, in this case study, from
the manufacturer’s point of view, we address some critical OSOs. They could be
considered as inputs of a development process of a UAS for the intended operation.
They are:

– OSO#04 related to design standard: With the SAIL of III from the stan-
dard methodology, the OSO#04 is only an optional objective. It means that
the UAS does not have to be developed to any specific standard. With the SAIL
of IV from the extended methodology, this objective should be satisfied at
a low robustness level. It means that the UAS has to be developed to stan-
dards considered adequate by the competent authority. The standards should
be applied with Low level of integrity (defined within these standards). The
manufacturer does not have to provide supporting evidence and needs only to
declare standard compliance. Nevertheless, nowadays, there are not any stan-
dards dedicated to UAS development. Alternatively, the manufacturer could
apply some development standards widely accepted in the aeronautic domain,
such as DO178C, DO256. The manufacture has also to take into account stan-
dards related to privacy and data protection.

– OSO#06 related to the communication system: With the SAIL of III
from the standard methodology, this objective should be satisfied at a Low
level of robustness. It requires that the characteristics of the communication
link are appropriate for the operation. Because the unmanned aircraft flies in
uncontrolled airspace and the pilot does not have to maintain the communi-
cation with the Air Control Traffic (ATC), the communication link is only to
control the vehicle. The UAS could use an unlicensed band for communication
for example 2.4 GhZ. However, the UAS needs to provide the pilot with means
to monitor the communication link (such as signal strength, drop packet rate).
With the SAIL of IV resulted from the extended methodology, we have to
satisfy this OSO at a Medium level of robustness. At this level of robustness,
the communication characteristics should conform with the specific standard
accepted by the competent authority. For privacy, the communication link has
to be capable of protecting the confidentiality of exchanged data.

– OSO#18 related to Automatic protections of the flight envelope
from Human Error. With the SAIL of III, this objective should be satisfied
at a Low level of robustness. In detail, the UAS should detect and prevent
the incorrect pilot input that makes the aircraft excess its flight performance
(e.g., the pilot let the aircraft go down too quickly). With the SAIL of IV,
this objective should be satisfied at a Medium level of robustness. It requires
an automatic protection system that could remain (or recover) the aircraft’s
state within the flight envelope after the pilot’s errors. The system has to be
developed to standards considered adequate by the competent authority.
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6.7 Result

For this case study, we have conducted risk assessments for a UAS operation men-
tioned in the EU-funded MULTIDRONE project with both the standard SORA
methodology (version 2) and our extended methodology. A summary of these
assessments is presented in Table 7. According to this summary, our proposed
methodology gives a more critical SAIL value than the one given by the standard
methodology. (SAIL of IV vs. III). As a result, the objectives (OSO) should be
satisfied with a higher robustness level (Medium or High level) when we consider
the privacy harm in the risk assessment. This result is reasonable because the
UAS is equipped with a high-performance camera, and the operation takes place
in a crowded event. In other words, privacy is an essential aspect of this opera-
tion. However, to fulfill the objectives with one higher robustness level, it requires
changing the operation and the UAS dramatically. These changes could make the
operation more safe/secure but also impact the cost-effectiveness of the operation.

Methodology
Standard SORA Extended SORA

GRC 4 4

ARC b b

PRC Not Applied D

SAIL III IV

OSO
Low or Medium
robustness level

Medium or High
robustness level.

Table 7: Result summary

7 Conclusion and perspectives

This work extends the standard SORA methodology toward cybersecurity aspects
and develops a web-based tool to conduct the risk assessment. The SORA method-
ology’s current document explains only how to use it but does not explain how it
works. Therefore, we first described the methodology’s concept based on available
papers and our knowledge about the risk assessment. Then based on this concept,
we propose an approach to extend the methodology. The approach consists of
two parts. The first one (Harm extension) is to consider new Harms that could
result from cybersecurity/safety problems. To illustrate this part, we propose an
extension for the “privacy violation” harm - an essential concern for the public
acceptance of UAS operations. The second part (Threat extension) is to take into
account the cybersecurity threats (or attacks) (versus the unintended threat cov-
ered by the standard methodology (version 2)) and also the relevant cybersecurity
mitigation. This part is presently under development and has not been published
yet. Besides the extension approach, we also propose a risk assessment tool in
the form of a web-based application. This tool is designed to simplify the risk
assessment tasks and quickly adapt to the new methodology extension. Finally,
we conduct risk assessments for a real UAS operation with both the standard and
extended SORA methodologies. The result comparison shows that the extended
methodology requires the higher safety objectives to be met than the standard
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methodology. On one hand, it means that by using the extended methodology, the
UAS operation has to respect more safety requirements. On the other hand, to
satisfy the higher safety level, it could require more resources and impact a UAS
operation’s cost-effectiveness. Therefore, to make the extended methodology more
practical and widely-used, it requires tests and feed-backs from experts in the UAS
industry. In the future, further works need to be done to integrate new cyberse-
curity threats and relevant cybersecurity objectives (Threat extension) into the
methodology. Besides of that, the balance between the safety objectives and the
cost-effectiveness should be also considered.
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